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Anca Anca Simina Popescu currently holds the position of General Anti-Fraud 
Director within MADR Bucharest, a very important position for corrupt and 
dirty politicians, accustomed to stealing from European Funds and using 

MADR and APIA as a club used for beating the 
"enemies"! 
No one knows these arrangements better than Dan 
Motreanu (PNL - fascist wing) and Deputy Barca 
Costantin (PSD), a member of the Iacomi Group, who 
used the Institution as a club, until he was fired! 
 

Anca Simina Popescu was brought to MADR by Dan 
Motreanu and Dan Manolescu. Anca Simina Popescu 
was first installed at the Ministry of Public Finance, 
where she waited for a warm place in MADR. All she 
has to do at MADR is to respond positively to the 
demands of Organized Crime. 
 
Anca Simina Popescu in an outfit that costs as much as a 
four-person vacation in Greece, for two weeks! 

Continued on PAGE 2 

 

Following the event occurred on 02.07.2021 in Navodari, where an equipment 
exploded in the Catalytic 
Cracking installation of 
Petromidia Refinery, ISU 
Calarasi through the person 
Mr. Commander of ISU 
Calarasi Col. Paduraru 
Adrian responded positively 
to his colleagues’ request 
and participated with two 
special vehicles with 
complete crew with a 
minibus with support 
firefighters. Continued on 
PAGE 3 

 

"No matter how many mistakes Queen Mary 
made, before and after the war, the war 
remains her page, a page she can boast about, 
a page that will go down in history as a place 
of honor. We find her in trenches among 
combatants in the advanced ranks, we find 
her in hospitals and in all health posts among 
the wounded and sick. We find her present at 
all the meetings that were trying to do a little 
good. She did not know the fear of bullets and 
bombs, as she did not know the fear and 
disgust of the plague…  
Continued on PAGE 4 

 

 
In the international ranking of 

competitiveness, the infrastructure of 

Romania is on the 136th place out of 139. 

After us there are only Mongolia, Angola 

and Bosnia-Herzegovina, of which the 

last two also went through the war. 

Continued on PAGE 8 

 

 

 
"Beyond that, we 
will discover who 
is really poor or 
rich. The Lord 
said: Once upon a time there was a rich 
man who was clothed in porphyry and 
mink, and rejoiced brightly every day. 
And a certain poor man, named Lazarus, 
was laid at his gate, full of sores, desiring 
to be satisfied with what fell from the 
rich man's table; but the dogs came and 
licked his sores. And the poor man died, 
and was carried by the angels into the 
bosom of Abraham. The rich man also 
died and was buried. And in hell he 
looked up saw Abraham and Lazarus in 
his bosom. And he cried and said, Father 
Abraham, have mercy on me, and send 
Lazarus to dip the tip of his fingers in 
water, and cool my tongue; for I am 
tormented in this flame. And Abraham 
said, Son, remember that you in your 
lifetime received all the good things, and 
likewise Lazarus all the evil: but now he 
is comforted, and you are tormented. 
and now here he is comforted, and you 
toil.  Continued on PAGE 9 
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Anca Simina Popescu has 0% experience in everything that 
means Agriculture, but when you are appointed to the 
position, when you have clothes of thousands of euros, 
experience is the last thing that matters! 
 
"In agriculture, the implementation of the Gorj - Vâlcea 
program at the second echelon level begins. Ms. Anca 
Simina Popescu is running for the position of director of the 
Control and Anti-Fraud Department. The woman is from 
Novaci, Gorj County and she is representative in order to 
paint the interest group that takes over the administration. 
In 2010, she was employed by Eulink Pro, owned by former 
Secretary of State Dan Manolescu from Finance. Three 
years after this moment, Simina Popescu became employed 
at the Ministry of Finance, the employment place of her 
former employer. 
 
Dan Manolescu was secretary in the cabinet of Victor Ponta, 
parliamentarian from Gorj. Also, the current liberal Horațiu 
Gorun is accused of having connections with the former 
PSD prime minister. Also, Manolescu was a state 
representative at the Oltenia Energy Complex where Dan 
Vîlceanu has major interests. 
 
Sources from the Ministry of Agriculture claim that for the 
group that makes appointments in the state apparatus, the 
appointment of Simina Popescu is essential to take control 
in the institution. The competition for this position takes 
place on Monday, May 17, 2021 ” source: LumeaPolitica.ro 
https://lumeapolitica.ro/actualitate/jocuri-de-culise-
ministerul-agriculturii-acaparat-de-grupul-gorj-valcea/ 
 

On June 13, Dan Motreanu came to Dor Marunt, but he did 
not come to be photographed as he donates 200 RON in the 

box for the little ones, he came to talk to the Iacomi Clan, 
related to a difficult problem: Anca Simina Popescu! 
 
The story is older and begins with Barca Consantin, when 
he was APIA Director in Bucharest and responded 
positively to the Clan's cries. However, the beautiful part 
begins with Simina's appointing at MADR and with her use 
for criminal purposes, and the Iacomi Clan had as 
important oppressive (pressure) elements, even the 
Romanian State institutions. 
 
Dan Motreanu came to Lacomi Land worried! The matter is 
imputed, the files at DIICOT and OLAF are flowing, and 
Xenofonte Purcarea can no longer help them. 
If we add the fact that Iulian Dumitrescu (PNL) and other 
members of the Iacomi Group are called to DNA and 
DIICOT weekly, all that is missing is a damage of 12 million 
Euros, created by Anca Simina Popescu. The problem is that 
the damage must be paid by MADR! 
 
But Anca helped a friend, and Danut helped two friends: Ion 
Iacomi and Iulian Iacomi. Something went wrong and it's 
not good! 
That's how Dan Motreanu came to present Adder Operation 
to the audience! (in the next episode). 

At the Ministry of Public Finance, where she entered with a 
grade of 7, Anca Simina Popescu is known for her 
exceptional ability to squeeze money from the wrong 
people, solving "difficult tasks", hence the nickname 
Sixhouses, which was originally Fivehouses. The nickname 
comes from the fact that she had to invest the money 
obtained in Bucharest on the PNL party chain, so she 
started to buy apartments and studios, which she rents. 
 
The merciful and caring grandmother informed us in 
advance of all the movements of the Iacomi group members, 
related to the sabotage committed with MADR and 
CERTROM. Now Grandma tooks care to tell us about Adder 
Operation! 
Before Dan Motreanu and Iacomi implemented other 
arrangements, we had time to analyse the exceptional case 
of MADR Director Anca Simina Popescu! 
Thus we analysed all aspects of Simina from birth to today! 
Sixhouses is the nickname given to Simina by her colleagues 
from ANAF, for the exceptional fortune raised in the early 
childhood and parachuted on the names of parents or other 
relatives, in order to wash the money obtained almost 
legally. 
But how can a wonderful creature, a young girl from a 
modest family from Novaci (a kind of Ogoru) accumulate 
such fortunes, enough to be called Sixhouses? 
 

 

 
From the wealth declaration of Simina Popescu - Deputy 
General Manager - MADR 
But where are the six houses? And from where? From 
whom? 

MADR star Simina 

Sixhauses, MADR 

Antifraud Head, 

"traumatized" by press 

revelations 

LEHLIU EXPERIMENT 

https://lumeapolitica.ro/actualitate/jocuri-de-culise-ministerul-agriculturii-acaparat-de-grupul-gorj-valcea/
https://lumeapolitica.ro/actualitate/jocuri-de-culise-ministerul-agriculturii-acaparat-de-grupul-gorj-valcea/
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When you don't know something, you ask! So I called 
Simina's house, to find out how many houses the MADR 
Director has, I was given Simina's very personal phone, and 
I talked to her on WhatsApp. 
Simina was sincere and told us that one of the apartments 
does not appear in the declaration of assets, because it is 
owned by her mother! And we found the others! 
Initially she was cooperative, but as soon as she realized 
who she was talking to, she ran to Dan Motreanu to 
complain that she was investigated by that one guy "Iacomi 
messed with"! 
 
But how come a gentle and beautiful child, young and 
almost educated has so many apartments, without even 
winning sports bets, as Emperor Iacomi Iulian does from 
time to time? 
Anca Simina Popescu talks sincerely with the City Hall 
employee of Sector 6, who was undercover (on a secret 
mission)! 
Due to the large number of apartments, which Anca Simina 
Popescu has no way to justify, we will have to take them one 
by one: Apartment 1 - 202H Parangului Street 
SMS translation: 
Anca: I wanted to make sure you’re not talking about the 
apartment situated on Splaiul Independentei street 
Reporter: yes, exactly about that one 
Anca: I own a studio and one 
apartment on Iuliu Maniu. The other 
one is owned by my mother. 
Reporter: Let me verify with the 
sector 
Anca: The apartment is on Splaiului 
Street 
Reporter: I will call you if necessary, 
in order to avoid double taxation. 
Anca: But I own it since 2013. 
Reporter: My colleagues from sector 
made a mistake. I will come back on 
it. 
Anca: ok 
Reporter: thank you! 
Anca: Please inform if about the result, whichever it may 
be 
Reporter: ok 
 

In order to avoid justifying the origin of the money, Anca 
Simina Popescu passed an acquisition on her mother's 
name, in Sector 6, in a new luxury complex! 
 
Simina officially has three other apartments in her name, 
even if on the bulletin address, Simina left the address in 
Gorj, disgusted by the commotion in Bucharest (friends 

say...). 
 
Simina's apartment owned by 
her mother, on Splaiul 
Independentei, in the new 
Complex. 
An apartment here costs 
around 160,000+ euros, 

without furniture and finishes! 
Grandma left Simina some land, some houses, some 
apartments, just to be! 

But where does a young and beautiful girl get such fortunes? 
Maybe a generous and loving grandmother can ensure such 
level of prosperity! Surely DIICOT knows something! 
 

Because she fell into the trap of voluntary disclosures, 
Simina quickly went to the Prosecutor to file complaints for 
attempted rape by phone and other threats. But Bucharest 
is neither Calarasi nor Gorj. The prosecutor classified the 
complaint as unfounded! 
Simina Sixhouses has a real estate worth over 800,000 
Euros, she has a loving grandmother, a caring mother and 
her dad was not in Parliament! 
The family is modest, she is young and at the beginning of 
her career and it was important to have peace, to be able to 
grow, to prove to the party that she is a value! 
Incredible revelations related to the devices of MADR 
Director Anca Simina Popescu only in the Lehliu 
Experiment - (next episodes), in which we will discuss 
education, diplomas and especially the title of Doctor in 
Fraud of Simina, a tasty episode that shows the failure of the 
educational system in Romania. 
 

While you are struggling to pay the rent and you are lucky if 
you have an apartment where you have to pay the price for 
25 years, Anca Simina Popescu owns apartments in the 
middle of Bucharest, so many that she doesn't even know 
where they are! 
But once we get into all the aspects of imposture and misery 
in MADR and Gorj, we will understand how it is with 
Foolishness and the Doctor in Fraud!! 
 

 
The biggest fear of a thief is that people will find out what 
he is doing! Let everyone know the thefts, the 
arrangements, the illegalities! 
When Simina understood that she had arranged the wrong 
person, that all the efforts of the Iacomi Group are in vain, 
she went to the Prosecutor and lied! In order to give weight 
to the statement, Anca Simina Popescu lied to the 
Prosecutor in the given statements. The lie is related to her 
activity at MADR, a very serious fact, considering that she is 
in public documents and was part of a criminal case. 
Basically we are talking about false statements given before 
a Criminal Investigation Body. 
What matters are the following articles and the exceptional 
revelations about corruption in MADR, Dan Motreanu, 
Simina and PNL Fascist Wing. Each MADR branch, each 
APIA branch will receive the Lehliu Experiment – hundreds 
of copies. Let everyone see who they work with and how 
Organized Crime works perfectly with MADR Bucharest. 
 
There is no bad child! There are only parents unable to bring 
out what is good in them, talent, kindness and compassion. 

 

 

Petromidia Refinery is a strategic objective for Romania. 
The refinery has gone through a very intense process of 
technological upgrade in the last 18 years and I can say that 
it has reached the maximum level of quality in installations, 
worldwide. I worked in the Refinery as Chief of 
Maintenance of Static Equipment in Petromidia, 
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Technological Engineer and Trainee Engineer, for many 
years and I know the challenges and complexity of the 
installations (part assembled by myself). I can say that 
Petromidia, as it was known, represents one of the successes 
of Socialism in Romania, without the existence of PSD or 
PNL, in the last 30+ years, an achievement that would be at 
least in the shadow of this huge technological achievement. 
By the way, Rometrol Refinery (called Petromidia) 
has its own treatment plant and does not throw 
hydrocarbon water into the sewer of Navodari City, 
as it happens in Lehliu Gara! At Navodari there was 
the most corrupt and worst Mayor in all of 
Romania, ultimately convicted of corruption, but 
he still failed to link the Refinery to the city's sewer 
system (to hide the spills)! 
 
The refinery has undergone significant changes and has 
been upgraded to the highest possible level today, which has 
led to the dismissal of hundreds of people, who were later 
partially employed in other departments or entities. 
The Catalytic Cracking part, is the area where the oil of poor 
quality in general and with a lot of sulphur, is heated up to 
400+ degrees C and where in vertical vessels under 
pressure, the separation of hydrocarbons in fractions takes 
place. Basically it is decanted depending on the densities in 
the distillation column (gasoline, diesel, naphtha, etc.). 
The cracking section is also the most dangerous section 
precisely due to the fact that we are talking about 
hydrocarbons at high temperature and pressure, heat 
exchangers (a few hundred only when cracking) and 
distillation columns as high as a 10-storey block. 
An explosion with serious consequences took place today: 
one dead, one missing and several injured so far. 
 
Unlike the Bunge Refinery, at Petromidia we are talking 
about a different (top) technological level, a different 
endowment and a different approach in terms of fire safety! 
However, a tragedy took place, right in the heart of the 
refinery. 
 

Everything that Calarasi County had better was sent to 
Constanta to help put out the fire, where together with 
colleagues from other counties, they participated in the 
efforts to extinguish the fire. 
 

Received from colleagues in Constanta, the pictures show 
the situation on the spot, at the time of the intervention of 
ISU crews. 
You can see the trestle with diesel, gasoline and oil pipes, 
right next to the installation. Firefighters also used water 
cannons from the refinery, a great help in case of fire. 
 

 

The biggest danger comes from the fact that there is a 
possibility of explosions in the nearby oil and gas pipes, with 
catastrophic effects. In the front line, the Military 
Firefighter. Practically the front line firefighters risked their 
lives aware that another explosion could take place at any 
time, all installations being full of hydrocarbons. 
A miracle caused the fire to be extinguished quickly and the 
pipes cooled! 
At Petromidia today was tested the training of Military 
Firefighters in real application, exceptionally. 
 

Each stop hour brings hundreds of thousands of euros loss 
for the operator. Following the fire, the entire catalytic 
cracking section is stopped. There will be a period of repairs 
carried out with maximum urgency and in a maximum of 
seven days the refinery will be back to full capacity (we find 
out from the refinery). A problem is also the shift of the steel 
exposed to fire to other equipment, but the degree of 
compliance of the equipment will be determined, as soon as 
the section is completely stopped and the equipment 
emptied of hydrocarbons. 
It is neither the first nor the last explosion at Petromidia! 
 

For 15 years I have not seen a single document, a single 
exercise to simulate an accident or an explosion at Bunge. If 
in Petromidia the smoke was carried to the sea, in Lehliu the 
wind does not blow in summer, especially during the day, 
when it is hot and when the installations are most exposed 
to thermal stress. Without wind, the smoke in case of fire 
will remain in the area of Lehliu Gara City. 
 
Bunge still produces hydrocarbons, it still has refining 
facilities, even if the raw material differs! 
I mean God have mercy! 
It can be seen in the video material on our website, that the 
flare system is functional at maximum capacity, which 
shows that the refinery was operating at capacity, a very 
important fact at: https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/isu-
calarasi-pompierii-militari/. 
 

If at Navodari the refinery is 3-4 km from the city, at Lehliu 
the refinery is at 1 km! The Bunge refinery takes water from 
the groundwater and throws the shit at Ecoaqua in the city's 
sewerage system, thanks to the CORRUPTED 
POLITICIANS FROM PNL AND PSD, who since the 
inauguration have been screwed into the benefits schemes 
of the refinery with contracts and employees in warm 
places. 

Honor to the Military Firefighters! 

 
She did not know the fear of bullets and bombs, nor did she 

know the fear and disgust of the plague or the impatience 

with such often useless efforts, provoked by her desire for 

better. Queen Maria fulfilled her duty on all fronts of her 

activities, but above all on that of encouraging and raising 

the spirits of those around her and who had to decide, in the 

most tragic moments, the fate of the country and its people. 

It can be stated that, during our wandering in Moldova, 

Queen Maria embodied the highest aspirations of the 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/isu-calarasi-pompierii-militari/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/isu-calarasi-pompierii-militari/
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Romanian conscience. By the way she influenced Romania's 

entry into the war in 1916 and again in 1918, when almost 

only because of her, King Ferdinand did not ratify the 

disastrous peace in Bucharest, the queen established herself 

as the founder of a complete Romania and as one of the 

greatest figures. of our national history. [1] ”- Constantin 

Argetoianu, For those of tomorrow: Memories from the 

time of those of yesterday. 

 
Queen Mary of Romania – Marie Alexandra Victoria of Saxa 

Coburg and Gotha 

 
"Every morning, the Queen, in the uniform of a nurse, 
accompanied by a bridesmaid and a group of volunteer 
stretchers goes to the station to receive the wounded. The 
queen faces death and what is undoubtedly the hardest, 
overcomes the fatigue of a day not of eight hours but of a 
day that stretches late into the night, with sixteen, seventeen 
or eighteen hours of work, as repulsive as it is dangerous, in 
the midst of infected gangrene emanations. When it comes 
to the Queen, we do not mean courage. Courage requires 
fear and the energy to win. Unknown feeling for a sovereign 
whose audacity brings invulnerability. [32]: p. 360 ”- Count 
Saint-Aulaire, Minister of France in Bucharest 
 

„« To my country and my People, when you read these 
words, My People, I will have crossed the threshold of 
Eternal Silence, which remains for us a great mystery. And 
yet, out of the great love I have shown you, I would like my 
voice to reach you once more, even beyond the silence of the 
grave. I was just 17 when I came to you; I was young and 
ignorant, but very proud of my native country, and I 
embraced a new nationality, I tried to become a good 
Romanian. (…) No one is judged right while he lives: it is 
only after death that he is mentioned or forgotten. Maybe 
you will remember me, because I loved you with all my heart 
and my love was strong, full of energy: later it became 
patient, very patient. (…) I bless you, dear Romania, the 
land of my joys and sorrows, the beautiful country, which 
you lived in my heart and whose paths I have known all. The 
beautiful country I saw whole, whose fate I was allowed to 
see fulfilled. Be you everlasting, be great and honourable, be 
eternally towering among the nations, be honest, loved and 
skilled.»” 

She left behind a rich, beautiful and whole Romania. A 
country that we fail to take care of and that remains intact, 
even if it is ruled by a bunch of idiots and liches, for more 
than three decades. 
 
Queen Maria left you, me and Badea Marin behind!! 
 

Marin Badea discovered a breach in modern Romania, a 
breach through which he could create a current. 
A new current, a new definition, a new profession, a new 
concept - the Mercenary Journalist. 
 
Coming to Baragan, Marin Badea quickly understood, he 
smelled the opportunity to create a very profitable business, 
based on the illiteracy of the Romanian political class, 
especially in Calarasi, where mayors reach all the leaks, 
drains and garbage of society. 
 
As a direct result of the evolution of the political class, the 
journalist Marin Badea quickly filled a huge gap left by the 
destruction of the socialist organization in Baragan. 
Attentive, intelligent and unscrupulous, Marin Badea 
became the most feared mercenary journalist in Romania, 
not only from Baragan! 
 

 
Vasile Iliuta in his sleep, dreams of having Pope and Badea, but 

this is a thief and he always stays with his wings out. Super 
cheerful cartoon in Lacomi Land with Vasile and Marinica 

 

"You have nowhere to run, you have nowhere to 
hide! When Badea comes, all you have to do is go 
to the car (if you have one), drain the acid from the 
battery and together with some hemlock seeds (to 
chew when you drink the acid), sit in front of the 
train, because the judgment offered by Badea is 
total, without appeal, without anything…. ” 

Victim of Badea Marin 
 
You are aware that you have four or five hours until Badea 
publishes the article, and as a member of the Association of 
Naughty Journalists, Badea writes only wonderful things. 
 

You don't hide from Badea, you can't escape from Badea, 
you can cry, you can scream, you can call 112, but Badea's 
"decision" is without appeal! 
On our website you can listen to the discussion between Mr. 
Badea and our reporter, about what the thief means: 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-
ziarist-sau-mercenar/ 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
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If you can appeal to the Court, you can get a lawyer, when 
Prosecutor Marin Badea, the administration of Justice 
acquires accents of total, absolute judgment. 
 
„You can't appeal Marin Marinea's decision, the 
sentence is final and enforceable!”  

Victim abused by Badea 
 
Badea Marin is the strongest Prosecutor of Calarasi County, 
and if Chief Prosecutor Xenofonte Purcarea, Chief 
Prosecutor Banescu Liliana or Chief Prosecutor Petrache 
Angelica served Justice only 1% of what Marin Badea 
judged, Calarasi County was a kind of Oslo of Romania. 
 

Badea is a soulless mercenary, born human but transformed 
into a beast. 

Badea transformed the 
concept of the free 
press into a grotesque 
circus, in which he 
receives money from 
his clients, in order to 
destroy a person of 
interest. Without 
political affinity, Badea 
serves a portion of 
truth and misery in 
every article written 
online. 

Badea visiting the Emperor 

 
Marin Badea taught and trained corrupt and stupid 
politicians in Calarasi County to contribute in order to be 
left alone. The contribution must be monthly or quarterly, 
through media contracts or in envelope. Those who forget 
to pay are charged with devilish articles (as Anca Simina 
Popescu said), in which the recipe is simple. That is, you do 
not pay only once every four years, you pay constantly and 
fixed amounts! 
That's how Badea ended up cracking PNL Calarasi, to 
remind them that they are also corrupt and if they don't 
contribute constantly, the devils take them! After editing 
the articles below, we find out from sources that PNL 
Calarasi resumes the media contracts with Badea, in order 
to get rid of "Marin's bard". 
 
For example, you can read the articles:: 

• Liberal Emil Dumitru rehabilitates his 
mansion / He doesn't want to tell us where he 
got so much money from 
https://marinbadea.ro/liberalul-emil-dumitru-isi-reabiliteaza-
conacul-nu-vrea-sa-ne-spuna-de-unde-are-atatia-bani/ 

• Disclosures: In Călărași County, the 
“Educated Romania” country project, 
launched by President Iohannis, is applied 
with a consistent salary increase for the 
father of the new head of the School 
Inspectorate 
https://marinbadea.ro/dezvaluiri-in-judetul-calarasi-proiectul-de-
tara-romania-educata-lansat-de-presedintele-iohannis-se-aplica-
cu-o-marire-consistenta-de-salariu-pentru-taticul-noii-sefe-a-
inspectoratului-scolar/ 

 
Badea Marin's recipe for an item: a sum of money 
(minimum 1000 euros / item) is taken from the paying 
enemy (the victim's friend). It uses 5% truth, 20% misery, 
20% fermented shit, 10% enemy poison (which the one who 

arranges the article wants included), 20% lies, 10% 
exaggerations, 15% poison and Badea's anger. 
Mix well and leave for four hours, after which the news is 
published. 
Badea has become so feared that the only solution for a 
woman is 112! 
Badea is also a Prosecutor and a Judge and does Justice, 
unlike the true Prosecutors and Judges, who struggles to 
survive in the dirty system of Justice, based on laws and 
courts. 
 

Premeditated wickedness is the most perverse, the worst, 
and Badea Marin offers fermented mess at the price of cake! 
In Badea there is no political favorite, he receives from both 
the left and the right, and Badea is the result of our tolerance 
for the deeds of our Politicians, who always steal and rob 
everything. In Romania we brought imposture to the level 
of Country Policy! 
 
An interesting read is the article published by IMPACT: 
Supreme Humility! What grade did the PNL 
politician who took the BAC exam at the age of 42 
received https://playtech.ro/stiri/umilinta-suprema-ce-nota-a-luat-
la-limba-romana-politicianul-pnl-care-a-dat-bac-ul-la-42-de-ani-150106 

 

Journalist Marin Badea is the only person in Baragan who 
managed to offer a glimmer of truth in a world of 
corruption, incompetence and political misery, dominated 
by thieves, robbers and scoundrels. The importance of 
Badea Marin's work will be understood at its true value in 
two decades. Badea works exclusively with the client's 
material, a client who has the time and resources to find out 
the mess and works more efficiently than all secret services 
like SIPI-DIPI-PIPI. 
 
„ When Marinica Badea hits, it's like the lightning 
strikes! You struggle a little, but you're half dead!”  

Victim of Badea from Sarulesti 
 

Marin Badea is paid by the corrupt politicians from the 
county, in order to be exempted from the misery of the 
revelations, but he is paid from the budget of the town halls 
and institutions of Calarasi county. 
Marinica Badea is not cheap and even if he drives a Dacia, 
Badea has turned the fascist journalism business into a very 
prosperous business, which involves complex mechanisms 
for draining money. 
 
We also discussed these aspects in the article published on 
our website: Extraordinary Adventure with Chief 
Prosecutor Xenofonte Purcarea in Lacomi Land 
with Marin Badea - EP. 2 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/08/25/extraordinara-aventura-cu-
prim-procuror-xenofonte-purcarea-in-lacomi-land-alaturi-de-marin-
badea-ep2/ 

 
Marin Badea sells the files received for investigation for 
money. 
 

Marin Badea sells expensively, has a starlet rate, but offers 
services at the highest professional level. Lately, however, 
he has begun to appreciate love, especially as the circle of 
contributors has shrunk significantly. 

https://marinbadea.ro/liberalul-emil-dumitru-isi-reabiliteaza-conacul-nu-vrea-sa-ne-spuna-de-unde-are-atatia-bani/
https://marinbadea.ro/liberalul-emil-dumitru-isi-reabiliteaza-conacul-nu-vrea-sa-ne-spuna-de-unde-are-atatia-bani/
https://marinbadea.ro/dezvaluiri-in-judetul-calarasi-proiectul-de-tara-romania-educata-lansat-de-presedintele-iohannis-se-aplica-cu-o-marire-consistenta-de-salariu-pentru-taticul-noii-sefe-a-inspectoratului-scolar/
https://marinbadea.ro/dezvaluiri-in-judetul-calarasi-proiectul-de-tara-romania-educata-lansat-de-presedintele-iohannis-se-aplica-cu-o-marire-consistenta-de-salariu-pentru-taticul-noii-sefe-a-inspectoratului-scolar/
https://marinbadea.ro/dezvaluiri-in-judetul-calarasi-proiectul-de-tara-romania-educata-lansat-de-presedintele-iohannis-se-aplica-cu-o-marire-consistenta-de-salariu-pentru-taticul-noii-sefe-a-inspectoratului-scolar/
https://marinbadea.ro/dezvaluiri-in-judetul-calarasi-proiectul-de-tara-romania-educata-lansat-de-presedintele-iohannis-se-aplica-cu-o-marire-consistenta-de-salariu-pentru-taticul-noii-sefe-a-inspectoratului-scolar/
https://playtech.ro/stiri/umilinta-suprema-ce-nota-a-luat-la-limba-romana-politicianul-pnl-care-a-dat-bac-ul-la-42-de-ani-150106
https://playtech.ro/stiri/umilinta-suprema-ce-nota-a-luat-la-limba-romana-politicianul-pnl-care-a-dat-bac-ul-la-42-de-ani-150106
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/08/25/extraordinara-aventura-cu-prim-procuror-xenofonte-purcarea-in-lacomi-land-alaturi-de-marin-badea-ep2/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/08/25/extraordinara-aventura-cu-prim-procuror-xenofonte-purcarea-in-lacomi-land-alaturi-de-marin-badea-ep2/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/08/25/extraordinara-aventura-cu-prim-procuror-xenofonte-purcarea-in-lacomi-land-alaturi-de-marin-badea-ep2/
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No one knew how to show his love for the journalist, better 
than Mariana Stan, the liaison of the Iacomi Clan with 
Marinica Badea. Stan Mariana is the only female person, 
appreciated and respected by Badea Marin. Stan Mariana is 
also the only person from the Iacomi Clan, who managed to 
finance the General School no. 1 from Dor Marunt and to 
raise the level of education offered at Dor Marunt. To be 
able to stop some money from the hands of the Iacomi 
brothers, in order to endow and renovate a school, that is an 
exceptional success, which says a lot about Mariana Stan. 
 
The friendly discussion between Mr. Badea and our reporter 
can be accessed on our website, at: 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-
ziarist-sau-mercenar/ 
 
„ This individual dies if he doesn't steal one day!" 
(about the Emperor e.n.) 

Coarna Deputy 
 

Through the technique of total contrast, Badea wrote a 
"document" material, in which Mariana Stan is presented as 
the goddess and angel of Baragan's education. He just 
shows the mess and then Stan appears! Stan Mariana is also 
responsible for propaganda in the Iacomi Clan. 
Article School differently: The files are failed! in you 
can read in full by accessing the link: 
https://marinbadea.ro/scoala-altfel-the-files-is-failed/ 
 

Marin Badea received money from PNL and from the 
members of the Iacomi Group to defile the man Iliuta Vasile 
every month, considered the greatest danger for PNL! The 
part of the agreement for Badea ends, however, with the 
moment of accusation and sending the file to DNA. 
 
On our website you can find a series of audio recordings of 
the telephone conversations between Mr. Badea and our 
reporter: https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-
marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/ 

Badea's part in the destruction of the man Vasile 
Iliuta, ends when the man is sent to trial! 

 

From sources close to the case we learn that Xenofonte 
Purcarea was threatened and humiliated at the hearing of 
Iliuta Vasile, where Iliuta, nervous that Xenofonte 
humiliates him with the camera, went mad out of his mind 
and began to tell Xenofonte everything he had on his mind. 
Iliuta Vasile made a big mistake when he threatened the 
prosecutor, even if he is Xenophon Purcarea. 
Badea Marin has an identical approach and shows contempt 
and disrespect for the separation of powers in the state! 
Iacomi Iulian also has an approach based on contempt for 
the man, for the Judge, for the Prosecutor and for the Chief 
of Police Lehliu Gara, over whom he entered the office, 
kicking the door and where he threatened and cursed a 
victim. 
Details in the article published by 4GMEDIA: INQUIRY 
The president of the Călărași County Council 
allegedly threatened the prosecutor who was 
investigating him: He told him he would hire 
private detectives to track him down, in which 
case he said he had the services behind him.” 

https://www.g4media.ro/rechizitoriu-presedintele-cj-calarasi-l-ar-fi-
amenintat-pe-procurorul-care-il-ancheta-i-a-spus-ca-o-sa-angajeze-
detectivi-particulari-care-sa-il-urmareasca-context-in-care-a-precizat-ca-
are.html 

 
If Iliuta Vasile understands to apologize to the Prosecutor 
for what he said, even in public, the President of the County 
Council would show great wisdom and win the souls of 
hundreds of voters, who appreciate the leader, arrogance, 
"power" and wisdom. 
 
If Iacomi Iulian publicly apologized to Buraga Costel for 
what was done and said at the Lehliu Gara Police 
Headquarters, the Emperor would gain the respect of the 
ordinary citizen of Lehliu, who will notice in Iacomi a "great 
man", able to accept the mistakes made in nerves! 
 
For additional details you can access the article Ministry 
of Theafts Affairs published on our website:  
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/04/10/ministerul-afacerilor-
interlope/ 

 
Understanding and respecting the role and function of the 
individual in the rule of law is the cornerstone of a better 
society, along with education. 
 
Because of this, I have always respected in any discussion or 
dialogue - Mayor Iacomi, who is also a mayor for me, even 
if outside the administrative framework, anyone can say 
anything. 
 

 

• Our duty, of prosecutors, as representatives of the 
general interests of society, defenders of the rule of law, 
as well as of the rights and freedoms of citizens, as 
designated by the Romanian Constitution in art. 131, is 
to protect the citizen from any element likely to harm his 
interests. However, the idea that the high state accuser 
does not do justice is not only completely wrongly 
exposed, but propagated in the public sphere, can be 
catastrophic. 

• I remember Voltaire who rightly stated that "those who 
cause you to believe nonsense will cause you to commit 
atrocities." 

• Today, democracy is understood in the sense that 
anyone can express their opinion on absolutely 
anything, without having even the most basic knowledge 
about the subject of the debate. 

• Thus, we admit that freedom means that both the lawyer 
and the journalist, as well as the mason, for example, can 
discuss justice, but also medicine; all of them, however, 
certainly cannot enter into the debate of a subject which 
is not the object of personal and thorough study; as long 
as both the doctor and the lawyer can make mistakes, 
within human limits, in their diagnosis, the more those 
without any specialization on the respective topic will 
make mistakes. Therefore, as the lawyer does not have 
to issue medical opinions, it is natural not to allow the 
doctor to issue legal opinions, by analogy. 

• If all the above are true, then it is up to the jurist to define 
and clarify his object of study, but not any kind of study, 
namely an in-depth study, as we are in a democratic 
society, and the study of a component The essential 
elements of such a society can only be in principle and in 
order to respect the rule of law. Therefore, the lawyer can 
only be a friend of wisdom, and his preoccupation must 
be to rise constantly, and his knowledge, as a result of 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
https://marinbadea.ro/scoala-altfel-the-files-is-failed/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/29/prim-procuror-marin-badea-ziarist-sau-mercenar/
https://www.g4media.ro/rechizitoriu-presedintele-cj-calarasi-l-ar-fi-amenintat-pe-procurorul-care-il-ancheta-i-a-spus-ca-o-sa-angajeze-detectivi-particulari-care-sa-il-urmareasca-context-in-care-a-precizat-ca-are.html
https://www.g4media.ro/rechizitoriu-presedintele-cj-calarasi-l-ar-fi-amenintat-pe-procurorul-care-il-ancheta-i-a-spus-ca-o-sa-angajeze-detectivi-particulari-care-sa-il-urmareasca-context-in-care-a-precizat-ca-are.html
https://www.g4media.ro/rechizitoriu-presedintele-cj-calarasi-l-ar-fi-amenintat-pe-procurorul-care-il-ancheta-i-a-spus-ca-o-sa-angajeze-detectivi-particulari-care-sa-il-urmareasca-context-in-care-a-precizat-ca-are.html
https://www.g4media.ro/rechizitoriu-presedintele-cj-calarasi-l-ar-fi-amenintat-pe-procurorul-care-il-ancheta-i-a-spus-ca-o-sa-angajeze-detectivi-particulari-care-sa-il-urmareasca-context-in-care-a-precizat-ca-are.html
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/04/10/ministerul-afacerilor-interlope/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/04/10/ministerul-afacerilor-interlope/
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the in-depth study of principles, to be radiantly issued to 
society as well. ” Prosecutor Denisa Silivestru - the role 
of the Prosecutor 

 
Will Iliuta Vasile and Iacomi Iulian have the 
strength to apologize to the Prosecutor, 
respectively to the Chief of Police for the insults 
brought to them? 
 

 
Calarasi County. Four important people, four destinies but an 

old conflict, very old, much too old. 

 
The city of Lehliu Gara looks like it is after the bombing, 
there is no problem of infrastructure here, as long as the city 
does not have sewerage for rainwater on the streets! Dor 
Marunt commune does not have an updated PUZ and works 
according to three decades old sketches, while tens of 

thousands of euros fly to 
the royal cadastre 
company - Sc Komora 
Engineering SRL, for 
nothing! The Dor Marunt 
City Hall apparatus uses 
administrative power to 
sabotage and destroy non-
contributing economic 
agents who are not friends. 
 
Lascu Ilie - PNL Calarasi- 
Fascist Wing 

 
In all this amalgam of misery, Dan Motreanu and Dumitru 
Nicolae come to Dor Marunt to film how they leave a piece 
of plastic, for a noble purpose! 
 
SC Ecoclean Sal Serv SRL subscribes to contracts with 
friendly City Halls! 
 

At Lehliu Gara, the liberals steal in style, rob the town halls 
wildly and destroy entire areas, but until yesterday they 
were from PSD!! 
 

The eaves of the Lehliu Gara School are about to fall. The 
director made a note to the City Hall to intervene, so that we 
don't end up calling the firefighters by escalator! 
 
The answer came briefly: There is no money! 
 
Our editorial office asked Lehliu Gara City Hall for a point 
of view regarding the contracts concluded by the City Hall 
with Ecoclean Sal Serv SRL (translation below): 
 
Distinguished Mr. Mayor, 
We request a point of view related to the contracts concluded by 
Lehliu Gara City Hall with Ecoclean Sal Serv SRL, taking into 
account the fact that there is information inside the Lehliu Gara 
Administrative Unit, according to which Lascu Ilie received 
money for two contracts where he did not provide services!  
More precisely, it is about the contract for repairs at the water 
treatment plant, a work that appears in SEAP as rejected, but 
according to your colleagues, the money went from the town hall 
to this company.  
Regarding the cleaning work performed by Ecoclean Sal Serv 
SRL, please provide us with all the documents related to the 
contract, in order to inform the public opinion correctly. If in Dor 
Marunt the work paid by the City Hall to Ecoclean was mostly 
performed by the beneficiaries of social benefits, in Lehliu Gara 
the work of "Cleaning and Sanitation of Urban Space" was not 
performed by Ecoclean employees!  
Please clarify these issues! Based on the Law on access to 
information of public interest, I request a point of view related to 
these particularly serious accusations and a complete 
development of the invoices paid by Lehliu Gara City Hall during 
2019-2020-2021.  
We also request the Project that was the basis of the request from 
SEAP for the contract with the Renovation of the Water 
Treatment Plant, as well as the documents attached to the Offer 
Request! 
Sincerely, Eng. Cezar Petrescu EMBA, MSc 

 

We receive from inside the Lehliu Gara City Hall, 
information related to a theft worth 86645 Euro. The money 
seems to have been given by Iacomi Iulian from the budget 
of the CITY OF LEHLIU GARA, to the company of Lascu Ilie 
- SC ECOCLEAN SAL SERV SRL. but in SEAP (Public 
Procurement System) the transaction appears to be refused! 
It is not clear how the money left Lehliu City Hall (on which 
channel), but the money was needed before the 2020 
elections! 
Until this hour, Lascu Ilie could not be contacted for 
clarification! 

 

Mr. Ion Nitulica confirms the fact 
that there was no such work at 
Ecoaqua - the treatment plant and 
implicitly the fact that it is a fictitious 
work. Moreover, the City Hall had 
nothing to look for to execute works 
at the Water Treatment Plant, which 
belongs to ECOAQUA SA! 

The audio recording of the telephone conversation with our 
reporter can be accessed on our website:  
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/17/cum-jefuieste-pnl-un-oras-
zdrobit-de-hotie-lehliu-gara-oras-martir/ 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/17/cum-jefuieste-pnl-un-oras-zdrobit-de-hotie-lehliu-gara-oras-martir/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/17/cum-jefuieste-pnl-un-oras-zdrobit-de-hotie-lehliu-gara-oras-martir/
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If you offer the amount of 100 euros to each child from 
Lehliu Gara, let the parents buy them clothes, shoes of 500 
Ron, with this money you dress 870 students! That is if you 
are not able to do something useful for the City with this 
amount! 
 
Lehliu Gara ruined city, reached Martyr City in peacetime, 
savagely robbed by the Political Party. 
 

Emperor Iacomi and Filon Petrica call at City Council to 
demand stuff: 

 
 

28106 Euros were 
paid by Lehliu Gara 
City Hall to Lascu 
Ilie's company, for 
services that were 
not provided. The 
work was executed 
on the same model 
as the one from Dor 
Marunt, where the 
employees of the 

City Hall and those from the social aids performed most of 
the work! 
 

The Chief Prosecutor of Calarasi County, Mr. Xenofonte 
Purcarea, protected Organized Crime and the Iacomi Clan, 
and the results are palpable and clearly visible. 
 

 
 
On the same topic you can read the article posted on our 
website: How the PNL came to rob Calarasi County 
through fictional works EP1 - Landscaping 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/01/08/cum-a-ajuns-pnl-sa-
jefuiasca-judetul-calarasi-prin-lucrari-fictive-ep1-peisagistica/ 

 
And, above all this, a great gulf has been established 
between us and you, that those who want to pass from here 
to you cannot, nor those from there can pass to us. And he 
said, I pray thee therefore, father, that thou wouldest send 
him to my father's house: for I have five brethren: tell 
them, lest they also come into this place of torment. And 
Abraham said unto him, They have Moses and the 
prophets; to listen to them. And he said, Nay, father 
Abraham: but if one went unto them from the dead, they 
will repent. And Abraham said unto him, If they hear not 
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, 
though one rose from the dead.” Pr. Conf. Univ. Dr. 
Constantin I. Băjău 
 

The Lehliu experiment is the mirror of the Party and the 
result of 30 years of domination, of a political class made up 
of thieves, who stole everything, without anyone asking 
them anything. 
 
Today we will enter Lehliu Gara City Hall, where for the last 
four years, the entire structure of the administrative unit 
has worked to take possession of Lehliu Gara City Hall and 
the last pieces of land left unallocated, ie for the small table, 
in which the Clan takes everything and you remain only "a 
poor man", as Alin Ploiesteanu (the mayor of Frasinet) said. 
 
Four years and a lot of administrative documents, projects, 
cadastres, decisions of the Local Council, all to award, at the 
table, a few hectares of land, near the railway crossing from 
Lehliu Gara. 
 

 
 
You can't understand how many administrative acts were 
necessary to introduce these lands in the property of Lehliu 
Gara City Hall, but the City Hall worked for almost four 
years, and the total amount paid by Dor Marunt City Hall to 
solve these lands is around 130,000 euro, money 
representing human hourly expenses, costs with cadastral 
companies, taxes, etc. 
 

What did Mayor Iacomi do with the lands in Lehliu Gara? 
They all came to the Clan, to the rich, and as the rich become 
richer, the poor become poorer, hungrier, and more 
desperate. 

Live well! We would like to talk 

to the God of Gods, maybe we 

will get some money for looting, 

we are suffering a lot! 

The God of 

Gods is in a 

meeting with 

the Goddesses, 

but I will tell 

him to call you! 

Petrica Filon is 

ready for the City 

Hall! 

First Prosecutor 
Xenofonte 

Purcarea, the 

"Godfather" of 
organized crime in 

Calarasi County 

At the small table there was always congestion and scandal. 
The Iacomi clan shares what is yours, theirs! 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/01/08/cum-a-ajuns-pnl-sa-jefuiasca-judetul-calarasi-prin-lucrari-fictive-ep1-peisagistica/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/01/08/cum-a-ajuns-pnl-sa-jefuiasca-judetul-calarasi-prin-lucrari-fictive-ep1-peisagistica/
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The backstage games were incredible, scandals, agreements 
at the counter table, but everything was arranged! 

 
Instead of a 
nursery, a new 
kindergarten, an 
industrial area 
designed for a few 
companies to 
bring jobs, instead 
of a park for the 
little ones, the 
lands reached the 
Iacomi Group. 
 
On our website 
you can view a 
series of extracts 

from the land book of Mr. Popescu Ion's properties - the one 
with the wood warehouse, partially shown below. 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/14/bogatul-nemilostiv-si-
saracul/ 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Popescu Ion provided wood and stone according to 
requests. 
 

 

 
As far as we understand, this land of 1.46 ha also reached 
the Clan, but the property right has not been registered yet. 
We will return here with clarifications, related to the name 
of the owner! 
Litigation between Sofian Costache (Euro Spa Trading) and 
Dan Rucareanu? 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/14/bogatul-nemilostiv-si-saracul/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/14/bogatul-nemilostiv-si-saracul/
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Mayor Iulian Iacomi - The mayor who was not elected by 
you! He became Mayor through fraud! 

 
As he became a Deputy in the Parliament of modern 
Romania, Iulian Iacomi was looking for ways to invest 
capital in prosperous businesses, but to be hidden from 
prying eyes. This is how the Emperor got to the Emperor's 
cherries and strawberries, to which he became allergic! 
 

The mayor of Lehliu Gara became allergic to Strawberries 
and Cherries, due to pesticide treatments applied in excess 
to Rodagria Produce, in the absence of a specialist Engineer. 
He consumed treated cherries and strawberries and became 
allergic after suffering several poisonings! 

Iacomi Iulian became 
allergic after eating 
processed fruits from 
his own orchard. 
 

A few days ago I 
stopped at Rodagria 
Produce in Ogoru, Dor 
Marunt Commune, 
where at the stall, a girl 
sells strawberries every 
day. I stopped twice 
and bought 
strawberries for the 
little ones, but the 

strawberries were old, harvested for at least 2 days and 
partially damaged! We are talking about strawberries 
bought at the farm’s gate! 
 
Strawberries should be fresh, especially since a 1 kg 
casserole is priced at 15 RON! 
I threw away 20% of them and this is not the first time that 
Rodagria sells old and spoiled strawberries! 
 

At Rodagria the people are abused, humiliated and kept 
daily, treated with promises "like slaves on the Emperor's 
plantation." 
 
The saleswoman at the counter does not have legal forms of 
employment, which is why Mihalcea Bogdan, the one who 
draws the European Funds for the Group, does not pay the 
taxes to the State, achieving important financial savings. 
 
According to the law, Rodagria can only hire day laborers in 
activities specific to agriculture, so without day laborers in 
construction or economic activities! For more than 6 years, 
the Consortium of the Emperor - Rodagria, a financial 
vehicle, has been using day laborers in activities that do not 
allow the use of this category of people! 
 
But let's go back to the saleswoman at the counter! 
We present below the notification sent by our editorial 
office to the Chief Inspectorate of ITM Calarasi- Stan Ionel: 
 
Distinguished Mr. Stan Ionel, 
I would like to inform you through this notification, of the 
particularly serious deeds committed by the members of the 
Iacomi Clan, in Ogoru Locality, Dor Marunt Commune, at the 
Rodagria Produce Consortium, a consortium that operates under 
the II Mihacea Bogdan interface. 
The members of the Iacomi Group use day laborers in activities 
that have nothing to do with the legal framework, of the activities 
allowed by law for this category of people! More precisely, under 
the cover offered by the Clan, protected by controls, they use day 
laborers in the retail activity, when normally, they should hire 
people with a contract! Lacking legal forms, people work daily in 
activities incompatible with those allowed by law. 
I present the case of the saleswoman at the entrance of the 
Imperial Farm, where the woman does not have an employment 
contract and in the few years, since they began selling these 
products at the stall in Ogoru, the girls have never had any 
employment contracts! 
In short, it's illegal work! and it is not the only case on the farm! 
Please keep the information in this notification confidential, and 
the operator's sanction must be communicated to us. 
Eng. Cezar Petrescu, Editor of the Lehliu Experiment
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Named Gloria Pascu, Mihalcea Bogdan (Gloria Pascu's 
husband), Mihalcea Maricel (CERTROM Director) and 
Andrei Pascu, they have been abusing the day laborers 
together with Iulian Iacomi for several years, building a 
pyramid-type structure, in which under cover of day 
employment, they avoid payment social contributions and 
mandatory contributions to the State Budget. 
 
From the establishment until now, the Rodagria 
Consortium had an employee, and II Mihalcea Bogdan, also 
an employee! That while in summer, they use dozens of 
workers every day! 
 
A big ad with "Come to our team!" Is placed on the farm 
fence.  
 
Which team, the day laborers? 

 
 
In other words, these people from ITM Calarasi, apply the 
Laws only to fools!  
 

 
 
Day labourer as a salesman at Rodagria. 
Rodagria is not interested in the quality of the products, the 
stall is only for the facade!! 

 
The issuance of tax receipts in Romania is mandatory for 
retail activities, which is why Rodagria Produce has the 
obligation to provide tax receipts to customers served on the 
street! 
 
Below we present the notification sent by our editorial office 
to IPJ Calarasi- Chief Commissioner of Police IVĂNUȘ 
RĂZVAN-GEORGE, Economic Crime Investigation Service:  
 

Distinguished Mr. Chief Commissioner, 
In Ogoru (com Dor Marunt), unit II Mihalcea Bogdan part 
of Rodagria Produce Cooperativa Agricola does not issue 
fiscal vouchers for retail, as a general rule and sells 
products without paying taxes to the State Budget. 
In view of the above, please take the necessary legal 
measures! 
Rodagria Produce CUI 37718990 
Ing Cezar Petrescu 
Editor of the Lehliu Experiment 
 

Rodagria Produce agricultural cooperative – the Royal 
Orchard 

 
Ep. 2 – In Lacomi Land the receipt is not mandatory 

 
II Mihalcea Bogdan is an entity legally different from 
Rodagria Produce Cooperativa de Production. If the first is 
in sight, Rodagria is hidden by the Emperor, from the 
subjects of the Clan (with great care)! 
Specially designed as a financial vehicle, capable of 
absorbing and managing millions of euros from European 
Funds, Rodagria is designed with Censors and beneficiaries 
hidden from prying eyes! 

 
 
Iacomi Iulian, with two decades of experience in financial 
engineering, very effectively hides his involvement, as well 
as the benefits of the business, but if you are careful and 
follow them, they are more transparent than water. 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mihalcea Maricel - Director at CERTROM SRL and 
Administrator at Rodagria Cooperativa and Inspector at Lady 

Mary Farm  

Rodagria Produce abuses poor people 

and keeps them with promises of 

employment! 
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• Mihalcea Bogdan II (Bogdan born in Constanta on 

21.12.78) is a 20% shareholder, 
• Mihalcea Maricel (born on 02.07.49, in Ciocani, Vaslui 

County) is a 20% shareholder, he is Mihalcea Bogdan's 
uncle. 

• Razvan Stoean, cousin of Mihalcea Bogdan (brother-in-
law of Vali Mihaela Mihalcea), has other projects through 
Afir (on Lehliu Sat) 

• Marica Cristian Romica from Targoviste-born on 
16.09.88, primary cousin with Mihalcea Bogdan (he is a 
beekeeper, he has a project on bees and apple orchards). 
Entered the business at the insistence of Mihalcea 
Bogdan. 

• Draghici Cristian Constantin (lawyer by profession - 
liberal, defender of Alina Bica's husband) also owner 
without having a real participation in the sense of a 
financial contribution, he is the one through which the  
European funds are drained from projects, through the 
companies of his friends , also from Fagarasi, the locality 
where he is from. Thus, it is found that the beneficiaries of 
the funds obtained from II Mihalcea Bogdan on the AFIR 
projects are the companies of Rodagria's relatives (we will 
return here in detail) 

• Bajenaru Beatrice and Corneliu - the censors - are 
involved both in CERTROM and in the area of interest of 
the rightful owners of the lands on which II Mihalcea 
Bogdan, obtained European Funds. They, in turn, own 
another series of companies, mainly Consulting and 
Accounting. 

Gloria Pascu, Bogdan Mihalcea's wife and Adrian Pascu, her 
brother, are the rightful owners of land II Mihalcea Bogdan 
and the investors camouflaged in Rodagria, however 
publicly, they declare that they are the main shareholders. 
 

Gloria Pascu 
Gloria Pascu is involved together with her 
brother, Andrei Pascu and her husband, Bogdan 
Mihalcea in two fields: agriculture through the 
"Rodagria" Agricultural Production Cooperative 
and in the real estate sector through the 
"Westmount Group" company. 
* The agricultural production cooperative 
"Rodagria" has as object of activity the 
development of orchards / plantations and the 
commercialization of the produced fruits: cherries, strawberries, 
raspberries, blackberries and blueberries. Also, this year we 
developed a production line of jams and natural syrups produced 
from these fruits. Experience in agriculture is 6 years: 
https://www.facebook.com/Rodagria/. 
* The real estate company "Westmount Group" has an experience 
gained in 12 years of trading, development and property 
management in Romania. 
http://www.westmount-imobiliare.ro. By attending the RePatriot 
Summit I want to know and lay the foundations for a collaboration 
with people / companies that are involved in these fields.  
At the same time, we are open to the development of new 
businesses in other economic areas. 

 
How the Emperor entered the equation, what role Dinca 
has, how the Group used the human and financial resources 
of the City of Lehliu used to bring Rodagria where it is today, 
only in the Lehliu Experiment. 
 
How did Mihalcea Maricel, exposed together with Anca 
Simina Popescu (MADR), Dan Motreanu, Emil Dumitru, 
arrive in what was supposed to be for the Iacomi Group the 
most important sabotage action on which several dozen 
people worked since 2017, only in the Lehliu Experiment 
(subsequent episodes). 
 
Organized Crime in its purest form, in the Imperial 
Orchard! 

 

 
 
And we arrived in the year 2021, with PNL Calarasi-Prahova 
-Bucharest, led by Emperor Iulian Iacomi, pioneer and 
promoter of Fascist Liberalism of Putinist influence, which 
opens the file to DNA, the unstoppable enemy, the naughty 
Liberals (natives ) from Calarasi, to Iliuta Vasile. 
 
Sent to trial quickly, Iliuta Vasile, God of Gods and Emperor 
of Emperors, master of all the flying and living things in 
Calarasi, and as President of the County Council, is slapped 
on the cheeks, at noon, with Marinica Badea humming like 
a bumblebee , on the subject! 
 
But the funny thing is that the real Liberals have found to 
use in this case, an abuse, specific to the political trick, 
through which the God of Gods, kills some "party" 
employees, from him in the yard, which he flies out of the 
hot posts! 
 
That is, in their stupidity, the Liberals choose to sue a "party 
enemy", a former colleague, for a job well done! That is, for 
the fact that he cleaned his own yard, where he was chosen 
master, he had a choice between living with the enemy, or 
bringing his mistress. 
 
Well, didn't our Dumitrescu Iulian, a member of the Iacomi 
Clan, do the same in Prahova, where he is President of the 
County Council? 
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Who is the PNL senator caught with a 
double lie by Paula Herlo: "It was 
hallucinatory!" 

 
 
From all the evils, the madness done by Vasile Iliuta, they 
choose a good thing! With the certainty that they are safe 
and victory is guaranteed. It's as if the crows are planning to 
catch the raven that hunts them! But instead of shooting the 
raven, the crows catch it by the tuft! You realize how the 
raven does when he escapes the trap of bad crows! Decimate 
them to one! One in the morning, one at 12, one in the 
evening and two or three crows for dessert. 
 

Upset but internalized, Vasile Iliuta knew how to play 
"seemingly right" and penetrated the heart of the illiterate 
Liberals and thieves from the Iacomi wing, where he drove 
the Empress, from the Kitchen of the Iacomi Clan from 
Sapunari and mobilized the army, for the last confrontation, 
even in the halls. Sapunari Psychiatric Hospital, Hospital 
with a mammoth structure! 
 
The PNL threw everything, until they reached Orban, to 
push the file of the God of Gods. The god passed through the 
flames of Hell, mobilized an army of the most faithful and 
capable soldiers. Among them, Deputy Dumitru Coarna, 
appointed by PSD to clean up the mess in the County! 
 

First he cut the cheese (that is, the money), everyone! Then 
he began to screw the God of the Gods, the wildest and most 
accustomed to torment, living in the Kingdom, at Ecoaqua 
and Cocina, but also in the County, now the last positions 
from the old appointments fly. 
 
Penetrated in the middle of the Iacomi Clan, the God of 
Gods ordered the execution of a Finance-Accounting Audit, 
for the last decade, as the Court of Accounts has not seen! 
 
The God of Gods, hitting the Clan in the chest with an axe, 
found the box with miracles and in record time, exceptional 
investigations were launched by the Xenofonte Prosecutor's 
Office (the Prosecutor's Office attached to the Calarasi 
Court). 
 
In full swing, the investigations in Sapunari Hospital hide 
criminal cases for 10 years, at a rate of three / week (upon 
deposit), with exceptional thefts and filth, starting from the 
price of bread, to the incredible useless armchairs, bought 
by the Clan with hundreds of thousands of euros! 
 
This is how the Emperor ended up, with a lot of janissaries 
behind him (Iulian Dumitrescu, Ludovic Orban, Dan 

Motreanu and Emil Dumitru), with a higher number of 
ongoing criminal investigations, compared to Iliuta Vasile. 
 

 
 
In the halls of Sapunari, there are exceptional battles, and 
Hilfe from Sapunari (ie Garvila), has to juggle the balls and 
maintain the audit team, which controls him everywhere 
and counts the pebbles brought to the parking lot! In the 
meantime, we're looking for him on the phone! 
 
The audit at Sapunari lasts a month! 
 
In genesis, the world was created in 6 days, but the day was 
24 hours or more! Genesis does not specify how long the day 
was, in those days, quite far away. 
 

While the Fascist Liberals are poorly trained in countertop 
tactics, Iliuta Vasile knows how to make deals and knows 
how to negotiate, more like a devil, caught with the cross on 
his chest! 
Will the God of Gods forgive the sins of the Empress, 
receiving in return the Liberal acquittal from the file now on 
the Judge's table? 
 
Will they barter, as usual, or will it go all the way? 
 

"We have come to live in a #mafia-type # state, in which 
some politicians are in direct contact with the #worldly 
world and dictate the rules of public safety. The mechanism 
is simple: politicians anchored in the mafia area are 
supported by the underworld and are trying to put in their 
key police positions "their man", a system like service 
against service ", explained the PSD deputy. We are talking 
about serious problems within the system, generated 
especially by those who hold leadership positions and who 
have suspicious links with clans and criminals, categories 
that use large sums of #money to ensure their #protection. 
The reforms promised for the reorganization of the Ministry 
of Interior's activity are delayed and the management 
functions are still performed on criteria other than 
competence. "I support the #institutional reorganization of 
the MIA and the identification of measures necessary to 
build a healthy system in which the police are protected, a 
system in which the management positions are occupied on 
the criteria of professionalism and integrity", said the 
deputy Dumitru Coarnă at the end of his political statement. 
 
-But isn't this the politics of Romania for 30 years? 
 

We receive news from the citizen from Lehliu hit last time 
by Iacomi Iulian, who when he gets home notices that he is 
being watched all over the City, waiting and running away, 
more like in the movies with Rambo and the Ninja Turtles! 

Is the liberal wolf waiting for the hood in Lacomi Land at the 

turn? 
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Arriving home in Lehliu, in the modest apartment with 
SEVEN bathrooms, our victim sends us scared a material 
related to the fact that the Mayor is waiting for him at the 
turn, to scare him, to threaten him, to terrorize him. 
 
Frightened, confused, he thinks of calling Buraga Costel, the 
corrupt Police Commander, but he reconsiders, taking into 
account that the last time Buraga almost got beaten in his 
office! Think of Buraga, the poor man! 
 

If the emperor loses the crown, dozens of warm jobs, from 
Hospitals, Schools, Kindergartens, Libraries, Population 
Records, City Halls, disappear! 
 
Especially since there is talk of a restructuring of Sapunari 
Hospital, given the inflated structure, lacking coherence 
and utility! 
 
In short, hard times are coming in the Clan! 

 
"I allow myself to resume 
the advice I gave you 
before: try not to assign 
you, in telephone 
conversations, official 
qualities, because the 
law firm to which the 
legal services for the 
representation of Lehliu 
City Hall - Gară will be 
outsourced is already 
gathering evidence for 
your inclusion in the 
usurpation of official 
qualities. I'll be back 
with information about 
Friday's CL meeting. " 

Information note from Lehliu Gara City Hall received on 
19.04.2021 from the Pantera informant. 
 
Mayor Iacomi Iulian, after consuming all the balls, 
swearing, threats and administrative tools based on the 
servants from the Ministries and various institutions, 
appealed as the last and desperate tool, to Justice, the one 
he hates the most! 
 
But he was not alone in filing a complaint, like a real man 
would do! He used Serban Nadejdea, who gave incredible 
and hallucinatory statements to the Criminal Investigation 
Bodies, about the way she was abused by phone by the 
journalist who called as an employee of the Prefecture! 
 
Going by the book "usurpation of office", Iacomi tries to 
include 5 other articles of the criminal code, and Xenofonte 
Purcarea (called Padrino), the Godfather of Organized 
Crime in Calarasi, also added a few charges to get the case 
out. 
 
When I thought that SIPI had arranged a file, arrived in 
Calarasi on Friday, I found out that poor Nadejdea cried for 
weeks… 
 

The Criminal case investigated by Xenophon Purcarea came 
to the EMERGENCY, more like the case of Pacepa, who was 
already with the indictment ready, without being tried. 
 
The most feared thief of Calarasi, Iacomi Iulian, got under a 
woman's skirt, from where he throws arrows when he can, 
together with the Deputy Barca Constantin, his good friend 
and lover of Fascist Liberalism of Lehliu. 
 
These in the Clan can't stand up! They 
are still on the floor and crawling, 
under some skirts in secrecy, just as 
the Deputy Barca Constantin, the 
pride of PSD Calarasi, can't find much 
pants to wear anymore, he wears 
dresses! 
 

Barca Constantin – member of Iacomi Group 

 
For more information you can access the article The great 
betrayal - DIICOT and the County held in darkness 
EP. 2 https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/11/17/iacomi-procurori-
diicot-interlopi-xenofonte-neagu-banescu-diicot-corupti/ 
 

Emperor Iacomi Iulian pays everything with your money! I 
mean, his lawyer is paid by you! 
 
This is how in the present case no one really wanted to get 
into the mess of the Iacomi Clan, considering the cadence of 
5-6 criminal complaints filed by us, weekly at DNA and 
DIICOT. 
However, the Emperor has a secret Lawyer, associated with 

him and the Clan in Rodagria, more precisely DRAGHICI 

CRISTIAN CONSTANTIN (lawyer by profession - liberal, 

defender of Alina Bica's husband) also owns shares there, 

without having a real participation in the sense of a financial 

contribution, he is the one through whom the drainage of 

the funds obtained (European) from the projects is 

achieved, through the companies of his friends, also from 

Fagarasi, the locality where he is from. Thus, it is found that 

the beneficiaries of the funds obtained from II Mihalcea 

Bogdan on the AFIR projects are the companies of the close 

Rodagria (we will return here in detail) ... 

 

On our website you can watch the Show of the Week 

Interview, lawyer Cristian Draghici - June 9, 2015: 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/imparatul-

junglei/  

Draghici loves Royal cherries and he has no allergy to them! 

The most secretive royal lawyer! 

 

A private road has appeared in 
Lehliu Gara! More precisely, 
the Emperor coming to work 
around 9:30, as he usually 
comes, wakes up that he has a 
street full of cars and has 
nowhere to park. Nervous that 
"stupidity" comes to him on 
the street and leaves the cars in 
vain, Iacomi Iulian decided 
that he must mount two 
barriers with the remote control! 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/11/17/iacomi-procurori-diicot-interlopi-xenofonte-neagu-banescu-diicot-corupti/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2020/11/17/iacomi-procurori-diicot-interlopi-xenofonte-neagu-banescu-diicot-corupti/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/imparatul-junglei/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/07/02/imparatul-junglei/
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The two barriers with the remote control offer the Iacomi 
Clan access on the street near the Lehliu Park, at the push 
of a button! 
 
This is how Iacomi took the street, if on the other street he 

sold the building he received, 
to his enemies, implicitly he 
did not keep Crinului street, 
at least the City Hall street 
should be all his! 
How much did the barriers 
cost: Well, 8,000 euros with 
installation, but they don't 
appear in the public 
procurement system yet! The 
emperor knows that he is also 
watched when "La Partid" 
goes, so he juggles purchases. 
 

For those who ask, the barriers are installed for the safety of 
children who play among the weeds in the park. 
 

    
 

When it rains in Lehliu, the 
sidewalks become traps in the 
true sense of the word. 
The whole city is full of mud, 
collapsed sidewalks and 
potholes. 
Barriers were still missing in 
Lehliu City, otherwise they were 
all solved!! 

 
Following the article 
dated 23.06.2021, at 
the written test 
competition in 
Calarasi, the two 
candidates from 
Lehliu Gara were 
severely punished 
and marked with 17 
points, respectively 

30 out of a total of 100! 
 
We find out from sources close to the problem, that the 
difficulty of the exam suddenly increased, and two 
candidates obtained exceptional results (surprisingly)! 

 
 
On the same subject you can read the article Was macht 
der bürgermeister? Posted on our website on 
10.06.2021: https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/10/was-macht-
der-burgermeister/ 
 
The Calarasi Ambulance Service has a great need for staff 
and it is difficult to accept that a nurse from a Psychiatric 
Hospital gets an extremely low grade (3/10) at a 
professional exam. 
 

Professor Dr. Academician Danga Mircea, Director of 
Lehliu Gara City Hospital, does not accept students in 
practice! These are young people who finish their Generalist 
Nursing courses, young people who need a practice cycle. 
It is about 4-5 young people a day, young people who attend 
courses in Calarasi and need a unit where they can do a 
number of practice hours! 
Only at Sapunari Hospital they found a place…  
 

"I wanted to confirm the information provided by your 
source (Ghita) about parachuting a lady over the Calarasi 
Ambulance Service. What your source does not know - I 
could not find out - is that the traffic of political influence 
worked at its peak: The Yellow Emperor (formerly Red) 
spoke with the Blue Czarina (Amelia Giurcan, head of USR 
Calarasi), to solve winning the contest. So, like between 
former party colleagues. PSD, to be exact. For one of the last 
political statements of the Emperor - as head of the 
redheads of Calarasi - was the announcement that the local 
PSD no longer has an archive and, therefore, can not 
confirm the PSD membership of Amelia Giurcan (wife of 
Gigi, his former boss two-and-a-quarter Calarasi). But why 
was the blessing of the Blue Czarina needed? Because, when 
sharing the posts, USR received - in Călărași County, in 
addition to the control of other deconcentrates - the 
management of the Ambulance. And then, it didn't just go 
on the short line from PNL ".”. 

 
We are waiting for other notifications to the 
office@experimentullehliu.ro 

 

Contact: SC Petrochem Technologies SRL, Dor Marunt office, DN3a nr 

214, Et 1, room 10-13, contact email office@experimentullehliu.ro,  

Tel.: 0732.559.788 
 

 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/10/was-macht-der-burgermeister/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/06/10/was-macht-der-burgermeister/
mailto:office@experimentullehliu.ro

